
Agricultural Equipment, Design, and Fabrication
2 credit hours

Google Classroom Code: _______________________________
Teacher: Ms. Nelson
Phone: 830-367-4111 ext.121
Email: Knelson@Ingramisd.net
Conference Period: 2nd period

Course Introduction: In Ag Equipment Design and Fabrication, students will acquire knowledge and skills related
to the design and fabrication of agricultural equipment. To prepare for careers in mechanized agriculture and
technical systems, students must attain knowledge and skills related to agricultural equipment design and
fabrication. To prepare for success, students reinforce, apply, and transfer their academic knowledge and technical
skills in a variety of settings.

Dual Credit: This course is offered as WLDG 1428 in the Fall semester and WLDG 1412 in the Spring semester
through Ranger College. These courses are worth 4 hours each of college credit. Parents and students will have to
fill out paperwork to enroll in Ranger College, if they have not already. This is an amazing opportunity to begin
getting credit for trade school/college free of charge.

WLDG 1428 – Introduction to Shielded Metal Arc Welding (FALL 2021)
An introduction to shielded metal arc welding process. Emphasis placed on power sources, electrode
selection, oxy-fuel cutting, and various joint designs. Instruction provided in SMAW fillet welds in various
positions. Credit 4 semester hours.

WLDG 1412 – Introduction to Flux Cored Arc Welding (SPRING 2022)
An overview of terminology, safety procedures, and equipment set-up. Practice in performing T-joints, lap
joints, and butt joints using Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW) equipment. Credit 4 semester hours.

Course Requirements: Agricultural Equipment, Design, and Fabrication shall be taken as seriously as all core
classes; students are required to pass ALL classes to participate in any UIL activity. Students are required to come
to class prepared and participate in hands-on activities.

Student’s who are enrolled in Agricultural Equipment, Design, and Fabrication  will be required to design and build
an Agricultural Mechanics project. They will also be required to show them at the Hill Country District Junior
Agricultural Mechanics Show and compete in the Oxy-Acetylene Cutting Torch Contest for scholarships. Projects
may be done individually or in groups of up to 3 students who are enrolled in the same class period. Students will
also be responsible for finding funding for these projects. Whether it be individually funded or funded by a sponsor,
these projects cannot be funded by our program due to Covid-19 Budget cuts.

ALL students will be required to join the Ingram FFA chapter. This allows them to show their projects through
Ingram FFA and will give them the opportunity to apply for FFA scholarships, compete on CDE and LDE teams,
show animals, and become a part of the Ingram FFA family.

Topics Covered:
-Safety
-Oxy-fuel Cutting
-SMAW

-FCAW
-GMAW
-Employability

-Building Plans
-Blueprints
-Welding symbols

mailto:Knelson@Ingramisd.net


Prerequisites:
-Recommended: Principles of AFNR
-REQUIRED: Agriculture Mechanics & Metal Technologies before taking this course.
Students must make a 100% on a lab safety exam and demonstrate proper lab safety at all times in order to
participate in lab activities

Materials: Each student will be checking out individual PPE (welding hood, gloves, face shield etc.) These have
been purchased by our agricultural science program and will NOT leave the shop. These will also be returned at the
end of the year in the same condition that it was given to the student in or the student will have to pay to replace
them. If students bring their own PPE, they will be responsible for locking them up in their locker as we are not liable
if they are lost or stolen.

Classroom Expectations: These are expectations that will occur in my classroom every single day.
My expectations are:

1. Respect EVERYONE i.e. Yourself, Your teachers, Your peers etc.
2. Give 110% everyday
3. If you are having an off day (sick, overwhelmed, upset etc.) communicate that with me appropriately before

the start of class.
4. You must dress out in appropriate clothing (shirt, long pants, closed toe shoes, etc.) to participate in class.
5. Wear Safety Equipment: You must have on eye protection at all times in the shop no matter the project. You

also need to wear the appropriate safety gear for the task that is being performed. THIS IS A
NON-NEGOTIABLE

6. No equipment shall be used in an unsafe manner or to create anything that can be considered a weapon in
any way.

If a student is not prepared for class i.e. have appropriate clothing, behavior, or PPE, he/she will not be permitted to
participate in class activities for the day. They will be required to instead complete tasks off of the class todo list.

Classroom Policies: All agricultural science classrooms will follow the Ingram ISD teacher/student handbook. I
would like to stress the following classroom policies:

1. Use the parking lot by the door for cell phones – no cell phone use in class unless instructed to use by the
teacher.
2. Warm ups should be written at the beginning of every class period
3. Students will sit in assigned seats
4. 2 minute bell - students must wait until this bell rings to put up notes and get phones
5. No food allowed in the classroom. Water bottles are permitted.
6. Textbooks - must be put back in cabinets if used and may be checked out for a day if permission is given
7. All work needing to be graded should be turned in to the appropriately marked tray
8. Arrive ON TIME. Which means you are seated and prepared for the class. Students will be considered
tardy if they are not in their proper seat when the bell rings.

Safety: This class will introduce the student to a variety of industry standard equipment. Safety is the number one
priority at all times while working in the shop. ALL students will be required to take the safety portion of this class as
well as pass the written safety test with a score of 100% before they will be allowed in the shop. Safety will be
discussed daily with ZERO tolerance for unsafe work ethics.

The objective and policy of the Agriculture Department is to create a safe, positive and productive learning
environment for each student and the class. Any behavior or action that does not meet this objective will result in
immediate attention and action. Consequences for inappropriate behavior include a verbal warning, removal from
class, disciplinary referral, Agriculture Department work duty/assignment, parent contact and/or ITM administration



action. We have discussed the above information in class. Please take the time to discuss the information with your
student. Sign and return this form to Ms. Nelson. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me
using my contact information at the top of this syllabus.

Grading Guidelines: There will be 2 major grades and12 daily grades every 6 weeks. Daily grades will consist of
quizzes, worksheets, bookwork, class participation activities, and major grades will consist of tests, projects, or skill
exams. Daily grades= 40% and major grades= 60%.

Daily Work: This class includes the process of learning a skill such as welding. Much of our time is spent in the
shop performing a skill. This is a developmental process so some grades will be given based on their
willingness to learn the skill, attitude, safe conduct, work ethic, and how they care for the tools and equipment.

Late Work: Is graded as follows:
● Major - 10 pts deducted per day late.  Will not accept work after 3 days late.
● Daily - 50 pts deducted per day late.  Will not accept work after 2 days late.

If there is a substitute in the classroom and the student does not complete and turn in the assignment that
designated day, it will NOT be accepted late.

Make Up Work: Students should get work prior to known absence. Make up assignments and/or tests will be
available to students after an absence, BUT it is the student’s responsibility to communicate with the teacher
and to get his or her assignment from Google Classroom. For every day the student is absent, they have 2
days to complete the assignments. If it is not completed in the allotted time, it falls under the guidelines of late
work. If it is not completed in the allotted time, it falls under the guidelines of late work.

Re-Test: If a student fails a test, he or she may have the option to take a re-test.  This must be done before
school, after school, or during lunch within three days of the test being graded.

Test Corrections: Students may do test corrections on “most” exams.  Test corrections consist of writing the
question and correct answer of the problems missed on the test 3 times on a separate sheet of paper (this may
not be typed).  A student will receive half credit back for each question accurately corrected and written the
designated number of times.  This must be turned in within 3 days of the test being returned.

Academic Dishonesty: will NOT be tolerated under any circumstances.
Copying, or plagiarism of any form on daily work will result in:

● 1st offense: warning and redo work for a possible grade of 70
● 2nd offense: redo work for a possible grade of 70
● 3rd offense: will result in failure of assignment/redo for possible grade of 50, disciplinary referral, and parent

contact
Cheating on assignments or copying another student's work will result in:

● Failure of the assignment/redo for possible grade of 50
● Disciplinary referral
● Parent contact

Conferences: The absolute best way to reach me to discuss grades, behavior, or any other school concerns will be
by e-mail. Due to the fact that I am out often for FFA and school related activities and I am often in the ag
mechanics shop, the phone is not the best way to reach me. If you do call, please leave a message, and I will return
your call as soon as possible. Grades and attendance can be checked on the district website regularly.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please tear out of book, sign and return to class by Friday, August 20, 2021 for a DAILY GRADE.

I have read Ms. Nelson’s syllabus for Agricultural Equipment, Design, and Fabrication and agree to
the terms written.

Printed Student Name__________________________________________________

Student Signature______________________________________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature_______________________________________________

Best Contact Number in case of an emergency ___________________________


